The specific function of the human AMPC, however, is poorly understood and remains elusive. In the present study, we investigated the hypothesis, based on the Summary known anatomical and functional links between the AMPC and VS, that the AMPC and VS subserve similar The anterior medial prefrontal cortex (AMPC) in hufunctions but at different levels of representation. Previmans is involved in affect and in regulating goalous studies in monkeys revealed that neurons in the VS directed behaviors. The precise function of the AMPC, process expectations of behaviorally significant events however, is poorly understood. Using magnetic reso-(including reward signals), the actual occurrences of nance imaging, we found that bilateral regions in the those events, and have access to related error predic-AMPC were selectively recruited to compute the reliation signals originating from dopaminergic neurons bility of subjects' expectations that developed when when subjects are building and executing motor action subjects were learning sequences of cognitive tasks.
Introduction
More specifically, we hypothesized that the AMPC would drive the acquisition of cognitive action seThe prevailing view about the role of the anterior medial quences, i.e., fixed sequences of cognitive tasks or prefrontal cortex (AMPC) in humans is that it regulates goals that are not reducible to fixed sequences of body affective and goal-directed behaviors (Cummings, 1993;  movements or motor acts (Dehaene and Changeux, Damasio, 1996; Devinsky et al., 1995). Some evidence 1997; Graybiel, 1997). In cognitive action plans, subjects in support of this view comes from patients with lesions execute fixed sequences of cognitive tasks, producing of the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (including the a series of motor acts that are contingent upon each AMPC) who are impaired in evaluating future positive behavioral context. Such cognitive action sequences and negative consequences of their actions in decisionare frequently required in human activities, e.g., in probmaking tasks (Bechara et al., 1996 (Bechara et al., , 1998 . Other evilem-solving, reasoning, or simply when humans carry dence comes from neuroimaging studies revealing that out procedures such as cooking recipes or devising in normal subjects metabolic activity in the AMPC is game strategies. modulated by various emotional and cognitive manipuOur assumption is supported by the evidence that lations (review in Bush et al., 2000; Simpson et al., 2001) . the anterior prefrontal cortex implements more complex Further, the AMPC covers the medial wall of the antecognitive representations than the striatum and subrior prefrontal cortex rostral to the corpus callosum and serves processes underlying task/goal management is organized in a distinctive network of tightly intercon- shown that the AMPC is selectively involved when subWhen compared with other frontal sectors, this region jects perform predictable sequences of cognitive tasks forms a distinct fronto-striatal loop circuit and predomi- (Koechlin et al., 2000) . Thus, given that the VS is involved nantly projects to the ventral striatum (VS) (Alexander in evaluating the reliability of subjects' expectations that et al., 1986; Haber et al., 1995), a subcortical structure develop when subjects are building motor action sequences, we hypothesized that the AMPC would be similarly involved in evaluating the reliability of subjects' . Each session began and ended with a random condition (RA, blocks #1 and #9) in which subjects performed finger movements (motor experiment) or cognitive tasks (cognitive experiment) in a random order. In the cued condition (CU, blocks #2, #3, #4, #5, and #7), subjects performed finger movements or cognitive tasks in a fixed order as indicated by visual cues. In the uncued condition (UN, blocks #6 and #8), no visual cue was presented and subjects had to perform finger movements or cognitive tasks in the same order as in the preceding cued blocks. In the baseline condition, subjects performed a simple detection task. (B) A typical series of stimuli presented in the cued condition. Visual cues were the color of letters and were presented either in fixed sequences (cued condition, sequence length, 4) or in a random order (random condition). In the uncued condition, colors were turned off. The color cue indicated the finger that subjects had to move (motor experiment [C]) or the task they had to perform on each letter (cognitive experiment [D] ). The proportions of left and right responses were the same in all blocks by using an additional cue color in the motor experiment (red) and by pseudo-randomizing yes/no response in the cognitive experiment. Tasks in the cognitive experiment were either a 0-back («Is the letter a T?»), a 1-back («Is the letter the same as the previously presented one?»), or a variant 1-back («Are the letter and the previously presented one in immediate succession in the word tablet?») letter matching tasks (Cohen et al., 1997; Koechlin et al., 1999) . Note that letter stimuli were randomized so that in the cognitive experiment, motor responses remained unpredictable in all blocks, even when subjects were repeating the same sequence of cognitive tasks.
expectations that develop when subjects are learning alternating blocks with or without cues. When cues were removed, no external signal provided information about cognitive action sequences.
From a theoretical point of view, the functional segrethe reliability of subjects' expectations and performance. gation we hypothesized was based on the premise that similar evaluation processes should a priori occur at We then reasoned that the brain structures that compute the reliability of subjects' expectations that develop different levels of action representation, i.e., in the motor versus cognitive domains, in order that matches or miswhen subjects are building action sequences would exhibit a cue-learning effect, i.e., activations increasing matches between a subject's behavior and external events could be interpreted internally as the correct gradually above baseline while subjects were learning action sequences using visual cues but falling back to or incorrect selection of either a motor response or a cognitive goal (Dehaene and Changeux, 1997). An alterthe baseline whenever cues were removed (i.e., whenever subjects received no external signal or feedback native hypothesis would be that the VS and AMPC might implement distinct learning processes, like implicit verabout their expectations). This cue-learning effect modeled the increasing consistency (i.e., the number of sus explicit learning processes (Graf and Schacter, 1985) , that might be differentially involved in learning matches) between the actions that subjects increasingly expected to perform during learning and the subsequent motor and cognitive action sequences.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) was presentation of associated cues (see Experimental Procedures for details). Previous brain imaging studies reused to test our hypothesis. Eight neurologically normal subjects were scanned while learning either motor or ported increasing activations in the VS during motor sequence learning (Grafton et al., 1995) and in response cognitive sequences in an explicit learning paradigm (Figure 1 ). In the motor experiment, subjects had to learn to positive reinforcers (Delgado et al., 2000). We then predicted that brain regions exhibiting cue-learning efsequences of finger movements they were instructed to execute in response to fixed sequences of visually fects in the motor experiment only would be found in the VS, whereas brain regions exhibiting cue-learning presented cues. In the cognitive experiment, in contrast, the same subjects had to learn sequences of distinct effects in the cognitive experiment only would be found in the AMPC. cognitive tasks they were instructed to perform in response to the same sequences of visual cues (cognitive tasks were letter backward matching tasks). In addition, Results a given sequence of cognitive tasks was always associated with distinct letter stimuli and motor responses so
Behavioral Results
The behavioral data showed that in each experiment, that the response to cognitive task sequences, unlike motor task sequences, did not require a fixed sequence reaction times (RTs) decreased significantly over time in the first four cued blocks (linear trends, both F[1, 7] Ͼ of finger movements. In both experiments, subjects first learned the motor and cognitive sequences in succes-21.4, p Ͻ 0.003) and then stabilized asymptotically in the subsequent cued and uncued blocks (linear trends, sive blocks with visual cues, and then proceeded to F Ͻ 1), when subjects were performing the cognitive cessed as distinct internal representations. Thus, we tested that distinct brain regions were engaged in exetasks or movements in fixed sequences (see Figure 2) . In contrast, no significant differences in performance cuting fixed cognitive and motor sequences independently of the presentation of visual cues. In each experiwere observed while subjects were executing random series of finger movements or cognitive tasks in two ment, we computed regions exhibiting a sequence effect: in the motor experiment, the sequence effect was random conditions performed before and after each learning session (both F[1, 7] Ͻ 1.6, p Ͼ 0.24). The uncomputed as larger activations relative to baseline while subjects were performing fixed motor sequences once changed performance between the two random conditions indicated that no associative learning occurred learning occurred and even in the absence of visual cues (see Experimental Procedures). Thus, in accorbetween cues and associated movements or tasks while subjects were learning action sequences. Thus, the bedance with previous brain imaging studies on motor control (e.g., Gordon et al., 1998), the motor sequence havioral results confirmed that beyond any practice or fatigue effects, subjects gradually anticipated the preeffect contrasted, in response to similar visual signals, the internal generation of known sequences of distinct sentation of visual cues and began to generate motor and cognitive sequences internally over the time course motor acts with the internal repetition of the same motor act (baseline). In the cognitive experiment, the sequence of the learning sessions. Finally, when cues were removed, no increases in error rates and RTs were obeffect was computed in the same way as larger activations in postlearning cued and uncued conditions relaserved relative to the cued condition, indicating that motor and cognitive sequences were accurately intertive to baseline, but also relative to the random condinalized and generated. More precisely, in the cognitive tion. Postlearning cued and uncued conditions in the experiment, no significant difference in RTs were obcognitive experiment were directly compared to the ranserved (F Ͻ 1), whereas in the motor experiment, RTs dom condition, because in contrast to the baseline, all were significantly larger in the cued than in the uncued these conditions required subjects to perform the same conditions (F[1, 7] ϭ 13.2, p Ͻ 0.01). This difference cognitive tasks. Thus, the cognitive sequence effect exsimply reflected that in the cognitive experiment, evalucluded regions involved only in executing or switching ating the anticipated task and computing the motor rebetween those cognitive tasks, but identified regions sponse associated with the task could occur at the same engaged in processing sequential patterns underlying time, whereas in the motor experiment, evaluating the cognitive sequences. anticipated movement could occur only after motor Using a fixed-effect model, the regions showing sepreparation, thereby delaying motor execution.
quence effects jointly in the cognitive and motor experiments included bilaterally the inferior parietal lobules (BA 40) and lateral premotor cortices (BA 6) ( Figure 3 ).
fMRI Results
As expected, however, we found motor-and cognitiveFirst of all, analyses were carried out to confirm that motor and cognitive sequences were acquired and prospecific sequence effects: sequence effects restricted Using a fixed-effect model, we first computed cuelearning effects jointly in both experiments. Because in both experiments visual cues were used to induce sequence learning, joint cue-learning effects identify brain structures involved in matching subjects' cue expectations with the actual occurrences of those cues. Joint cue-learning effects were observed in all structures composing the anterior medial fronto-striatal circuit (Alexander et al., 1986) , including the AMPC, VS, globus pallidus/putamen, and thalamus (Table 1; Figures 4 , 5E, and 5F). Additional joint cue-learning effects were found in left premotor cortex.
Second, we identified regions exhibiting cue-learning effects in the motor experiment, but not in both the motor and cognitive experiments (see Experimental procedures for details). As predicted, this analysis revealed one region within the anterior medial fronto-striatal circuit, namely the VS (see Table 1 , and Figures 4 and 5A): in this region, a significant interaction was found between the motor and cognitive response profiles (F Ͼ 3.84, p Ͻ 0.05, uncorrected). In the motor experiment, tion between the motor and cognitive response profiles (F Ͼ 3.84, p Ͻ 0.05, uncorrected): in the cognitive experiment, the MR signal gradually increased above baseline to the motor experiment were found in the supplemenin the cued condition during learning, and returned to tary motor area (SMA), whereas sequence effects rebaseline in the uncued condition, whereas in the motor stricted to the cognitive experiment were found in the experiment, the MR signal remained below baseline left inferior and middle frontal gyri (BA 44/9, Broca's ( Figures 5B-5D ). Cue-learning effects restricted to the area). In the motor experiment, the activation in Broca's cognitive experiment were also seen in the left dorsal area remained virtually at the baseline level in all condiputamen/globus pallidus, but no significant interaction tions, whereas SMA activations increased significantly was observed in this region between the motor and above the baseline level when subjects were performing cognitive response profiles (F Ͻ 3.84, p Ͼ 0.05). No fixed motor sequences even in the absence of visual additional cue-learning effects specific to the cognitive cues (Figure 3, bottom) . In contrast, in the cognitive experiment were found. experiment, the activation in Broca's area, but not in Subsequent random-effect analyses confirmed the the SMA, was larger while subjects performed fixed previous results (see Experimental Procedures). The rather than random cognitive sequences. This dissociasame patterns of joint, motor-, and cognitive-specific tion of motor and cognitive sequence effects was concue-learning effects were observed ( Figure 5 ). Morefirmed by subsequent random-effect analyses (see Exover, in order to further assess the functional segregaperimental Procedures). Overall, these data show that tion between the VS and AMPC, the mean cue-learning distinct brain regions were engaged in processing seeffects computed over each region exhibiting motorquential patterns underlying motor and cognitive seand cognitive-specific cue-learning effects were enquences. tered in a 2 ϫ 2 repeated measure ANOVA with regions Next, we investigated the regions that were involved in (VS versus AMPC) and experiments (motor versus cognievaluating subjects' expectations that developed during tive) as within-subjects factors. As expected, the ANOVA sequence learning, i.e., regions exhibiting cue-learning revealed a significant interaction between both factors effects: activations increasing gradually above baseline (F[1, 7] ϭ 6.28; p Ͻ 0.041), confirming the segregation while subjects were learning action sequences using of motor and cognitive cue-learning effects observed visual cues but falling back to the baseline whenever between the VS and AMPC. cues were removed (see Introduction and Experimental
Since in the present study an explicit learning procedure was used to induce sequence learning, we conProcedures). trolled for brain regions implementing explicit control processes that could also drive sequence learning. Explicit control processes were assumed to be engaged maximally at the beginning of learning, then would disengage gradually while learning proceeded and behavior became more automatic. Thus, brain regions implementing explicit control processes were assumed to exhibit a controlled-learning effect, i.e., larger activations at the beginning of learning relative to the baseline and random conditions that subsequently decreased while learning proceeded (see Experimental Procedures). Note that the controlled-learning effect identified only regions with larger activations at the beginning of learning relative to the random condition, thereby excluding activations that varied in the same way as behavioral performance or task difficulty.
Joint controlled-learning effects over both experiments were found bilaterally in the lateral anterior prefrontal cortex (Brodman's Area BA 9/46/10, see Figure  6 ). Motor-specific controlled learning effects were observed bilaterally in the inferior parietal lobules and premotor cortices. Cognitive-specific controlled learning effects were found in the right anterior prefrontal cortex (BA 9/46/10). This pattern of results was obtained using a fixed-effect model and then confirmed by a subsequent random-effect analysis (see Experimental Procedures). The only exception was a right lateral frontopolar region exhibiting a significant motor-specific controlled-learning effect in the fixed-but not in the random-effect model.
Discussion
In the present study, we tested the hypothesis that the AMPC is recruited to evaluate the expectations of future events that subjects develop for building cognitive sequences, in the same way that the VS is engaged in the acquisition of motor sequences. These evaluation processes were identified and localized by computing cue-learning effects. In accordance with our assumption, cue-learning effects were found in both the VS and AMPC. Moreover, the results confirm the predicted functional segregation between the two brain regions, because motor-specific cue-learning effects were observed in the VS, whereas cognitive-specific cue-learning effects were found in the AMPC.
One might argue that cue-learning effects identify not only processes that evaluate expectations during sequence learning but also associative learning processes that might occur between cues and associated movements or tasks. However, as shown by behavioral results, no associative learning occurred in both the motor and cognitive experiments: the subjects' performances remained unchanged whenever they were cued to execute random series of motor acts or cognitive tasks. Thus, the observed cue-learning effects could not be interpreted as resulting from associative learning processes.
Behavioral data indicate that the dissociation observed between the VS and AMPC is unlikely to result from any additional mental effort required in the cognitive experiment. Indeed, a mental effort interpretation of the data would predict the greatest activations to ). In conditions, the mental effort interpretation would predict the greatest activation to be observed in the random the motor experiment, additional decreasing activations were observed bilaterally in the inferior parietal lobules condition. However, AMPC activations relative to baseline were observed in the cued condition but neither in and premotor cortex, but those regions were also engaged, when subjects performed sequences of cognithe uncued or random conditions, thereby ruling out a mental effort interpretation of the observed dissociation. tive tasks. Thus, in the present study, brain activations provided no evidence that learning cognitive and motor In the same vein, one might argue that the dissociation was observed because subjects developed sequence sequences engaged distinct, explicit control processes. Consequently, the present results provide evidence awareness in the cognitive but not in the motor experiment. This interpretation would be consistent with previthat cue-learning effects observed in the VS and AMPC reflect similar learning processes driving the acquisition ous findings revealing that motor sequences may be acquired without awareness (Willingham et al., 1989) . of action sequences. The regional segregation between motor and cognitive cue-learning effects indicate further We ruled out this interpretation of our data, however, because learning was explicit in both experiments, i.e., that the VS combines external signals and subjects' expectations in learning motor action sequences, subjects were explicitly instructed to learn sequences of four actions in both experiments.
whereas the AMPC combines external signals and subjects' expectations in learning cognitive action seFurthermore, it is unlikely that cue-learning effects observed in the VS and AMPC reflect distinct learning quences. Indeed, the VS and AMPC were engaged relative to baseline only when successive motor acts and processes, such as implicit learning processes that might mainly occur during motor sequence learning and cognitive tasks, respectively, were internally generated and matched the subsequent occurrence of external explicit rule-based learning processes that might be mainly involved during cognitive sequence learning cues. This finding indicates that the VS subserves processes that evaluate the relevance of planned motor (Graf and Schacter, 1985) . This interpretation would predict distinct activation dynamics in the two structures, acts using external signals, whereas the AMPC subserves similar processes evaluating the relevance of since in contrast to implicit learning processes, the engagement of explicit control processes are expected planned cognitive tasks. Moreover, in the VS and AMPC, as well as in the to decrease with learning. In both structures, however, activations were found to increase with learning. In addiglobus pallidus and thalamus, we found additional regions exhibiting cue-learning effects regardless of tion, we found evidence that similar explicit control pro- ment signals for building motor and cognitive sequences respectively, i.e., for evaluating specifically subjects' expectations that develop in either the motor or cognitive whether subjects were learning motor or cognitive sequences. These nonspecific cue-learning effects were domains. The present results may clarify some apparent disrelated to processing predictable events common to both experiments, i.e., the sequences of external cues crepancies between previous studies. On the one hand, several neuroimaging studies in humans have emphathemselves. Since those cues provided feedback information about subjects' expectations in motor and cogni- , 1980; Hertz et al., 1991) . impaired in switching predictively between cognitive tasks (Rogers et al., 1998) . Given that Broca's area is In reinforcement processes, match and mismatch signals are nonspecific and evaluative, indicating only known to subserve the syntactic processing of human language (e.g., Just et al., 1996), our finding may suggest whether subjects' predictions are accurate, whereas in supervised processes, match and mismatch signals are that, in contrast to motor sequences, sequential patterns underlying cognitive sequences are preferentially evaluative, specific, and instructive, indicating additionally the correct actions that should have been perrepresented and processed in a language-like syntactic format. formed. This theoretical distinction provides a possible computational interpretation of specific and nonspecific Furthermore, both the SMA and Broca's area were engaged from the beginning to the end of the learning cue-learning effects observed in the present study. The regions exhibiting nonspecific cue-learning effects in sessions, while subjects were learning or reproducing fixed action sequences. Such activation profiles indicate the VS and AMPC may be related to reinforcement processes restricted to processing cue information and that both structures were involved in encoding, storing, and retrieving sequential patterns. Thus, the present computing nonspecific evaluative signals that are broadcast to various brain systems. In contrast, the reresults suggest that the SMA and Broca's area mediate the internal generation of motor and cognitive actions, gions in the VS and AMPC exhibiting specific cue-learning effects may be related to supervised processes comrespectively, and subserve the storage of the evoked actions that were confirmed by evaluation processes in puting specific, instructive match/mismatch signals in the motor and cognitive domains, respectively. Accordthe VS and AMPC. This view is supported by the known anatomical organization of the frontal cortex, since the ingly, this interpretation suggests that reinforcement and supervised learning processes interact together in SMA is reciprocally connected to the striatum (Alexander et al., 1986), while the AMPC is reciprocally conthe VS and AMPC to optimize the acquisition of motor and cognitive action sequences, respectively. This internected to the lateral prefrontal cortex (Barbas and Pandya, 1989). pretation, as well as the finding of specific and nonspecific cue learning effects in both structures, is consistent
Finally, the present study shows that learning explicit action sequences engage explicit control and evaluation with various functional classes of neurons that have previously been described most notably in the VS (Grayprocesses subserved by distinct brain networks. In particular, consistent with previous studies ( Figure 2) , the cued order of experiments was counterbalanced across subjects and condition was broken down into four covariates (Cu1 ϭ block #2, genders. Subjects provided written informed consent, and the Cu2 ϭ block #3, Cu3 ϭ block #4, and Cu4 ϭ blocks #5 and #7; protocol was approved by the National Institutes of Health, Besee Figure 2 , right). In each experiment, the learning effect was thesda, MD. computed as linearly increasing activations in the cued condition (Ϫ0.9*Cu1 ϩ Ϫ0.3*Cu2 ϩ 0.3*Cu3 ϩ 0.9*Cu4 Ͼ 0). A cue effect was computed as postlearning activations in the cued condition (Cu4) Behavioral Protocol Prior to each experiment, subjects were told whether they had to compared with the uncued condition (Un) and the baseline (Ba) (Cu4 Ͼ Un and Ba). The cue-learning effect was then computed learn motor or cognitive sequences. In each experiment, subjects were explicitly asked to learn six distinct action sequences in six by selecting regions showing significant learning and cue effects averaged together within the VOI (Z Ͼ 3.73, p Ͻ 0.05, corrected separate sessions. Stimuli were series of successively presented colored letters (lower-and upper-case letters pseudo-randomly for multiple comparisons in the VOI) and exhibiting, in addition, significant learning and cue effects separately (Z Ͼ 2.33, p Ͻ 0.01, chosen from the word "tablet," 500 ms duration, 2000 ms stimulusonset-asynchrony). Subjects responded by pressing left or right uncorrected). All voxels with significant activations in the uncued condition compared to the baseline were excluded (Z Ͼ 1.69, p Ͻ hand-held response buttons (Figure 1) . Each session was divided into nine successive experimental blocks intermixed with baseline 0.05, uncorrected). A subsequent whole-brain analysis was performed to investigate cue-learning effects outside the VOI (the corblocks. Each block was preceded by a distinctive visual signal. In the experimental blocks (including 16 successive letters; block rected statistical threshold, p ϭ 0.05, corresponded then to Z ϭ 4.13). duration, 34s), the color cue indicated the finger that subjects had to move (motor experiment) or the task that they had to perform on The sequence effect was examined in the whole brain and was computed as postlearning activations in both the cued and uncued each letter (cognitive experiment). In the random condition, color cues were presented in random sequences. In the cued condition, conditions compared to the baseline condition (0.5*Cu4 ϩ 0.5*Un Ͼ Ba, Z Ͼ 4.13, p Ͻ 0.05, corrected). All voxels with significantly color cues were presented in fixed sequences (of four items) so that subjects learned either the associated task (cognitive experiment) distinct activations in the cued and uncued conditions were excluded (F Ͼ 3.84, p Ͻ 0.05, uncorrected). In the cognitive experiment, or finger (motor experiment) sequences. In the uncued condition, color cues were turned off, but subjects had to reproduce the same we reported only voxels that showed, in addition, significant activations in the cued and uncued conditions compared to the random cognitive or motor sequences they just learned in the cued blocks. In the baseline blocks (including nine successive letters; block duracondition (0.5*Cu4 ϩ 0.5*Un Ͼ Ra, Z Ͼ 2.33, p Ͻ 0.01, uncorrected), thereby excluding regions involved only in executing or switching tion, 20s), color cues were turned off, and subjects had to press both left and right buttons regardless of letter identity (detection between cognitive tasks. In the motor experiment, consistent with previous fMRI studies (Van Oostende et al., 1997), no region exhibtask). In all blocks, the proportions of left and right responses were ited significant activations in the cued and uncued conditions com
